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Emerging Guidelines For Major Aspects In 

Tours Of Tuscany 

My household of five folks took this tour in July 2019. To begin, we liked our tour guide, Ella. It 

felt like we had a relative in Italy who was happy we determined to visit and wanted to indicate us 

all of the good issues in Tuscany. She was very pleasant and articulate. We loved the lunch cease 

very a lot and the small towns alongside the best way have been something we by no means would 

have seen otherwise. 

We just completed a trip with Alexia and he or she was funny, educated, personable, and above all -

- skilled. The sights visited have been unbelievable. 

The town is break up between a lower and higher part, known as Montecatini Bassa (lower) and 

Montecatini Alto (upper). One of one of the best ways to go between the two sections is through the 

city’s historic funicular railway, which has been operating since 1888. The higher city is most 

historic, with pretty cobbled lanes, beautiful views and a 12th century church. 

Be honest, considered one of your primary reasons for visiting Italy is to sip on some fantastic 

wine! There are many Tuscany wine tours and we will characteristic a number of favorites right 

now. This Siena Vineyard Tour With Lunch is the proper introduction into Tuscan wine culture. 

After breakfast we take the short drive to Siena, one of many most interesting medieval cities in the 

world which was, during the twelfth and 13th century’s one of its richest and an identical size to 

Paris! An unrivalled interval of building occurred and the palaces, grandiose townhouses and 

spacious piazzas you see today, have been created. The major square, the Campo, is extensively 

acknowledged as one of many world’s best! 

It is also famous for the manufacturing of Brunello di Montalcino wine, made primarily from the 

Sangiovese grape variety. With time at leisure right now, maybe you'll head into Montecatini Terme 

and allow your self to be pampered with a spa therapy. 

TuscanyTours.internet provides the most effective options to visit the most important and delightful 

locations of Tuscany. You can choose private driving excursions, with driver and luxury 

automobiles or vans. The best ways to find the most fascinating areas of Tuscany corresponding to 

coutryside villages and hamlets, to understand the excellence of local food specialties and to live an 

excellent Tuscany experience. Pisa’s declare to fame is its eponymous leaning tower, but don’t 

overlook the beautiful cathedral and large baptistery nearby. And should you make it to tiny Lucca, 

try its famous intact city walls, that are so extensive that the tops used to be a highway. 
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Hotel Il Piccolo Castello is located in its personal grounds near the walled hilltop town of 

Monteriggioni. Built on one stage round a central garden the hotel is adorned with traditional 

frescoes and is a stunning relaxing base, with spacious lounge and manicured gardens, bar and 

restaurant serving scrumptious Tuscan meals. Rooms in all hotels are air-conditioned (seasonable) 

with non-public amenities, mini bar, safe, television and telephone. In quick your consolation is 

assured whichever resort you keep in. After breakfast you have a guided strolling tour of Florence, 

“pearl of the Renaissance”, a superb and beautiful city and deservedly on the traveller’s map 

because the days of the Grand Tour. 

The Park Hotel Le Fonti, partly converted from an previous farm, is set on the sting of the outdated 

city of Volterra with spectacular views over the encircling countryside, and has a bar, good quality 

restaurant and panoramic terrace. No visit to Tuscany is complete without a go to to a typical 

cantina for a tour of the cellars and a style of some of the most well-known wines in the world. We 

visit the world famend Chianti space to visit the Foresteria Villa Cerna, one of the Cecchi family’s 

estates. 

Each and everyday excursions were wonderful however I particularly enjoyed the day in Florence 

(and could have spend one other complete day there.) Also the optionally available day to Cinque 

Terre was well price the additional money. The guide saved us well knowledgeable about out 

journey. I loved Cinque Terra. I was in a position to Keep up with the tour. The journey was better 

than I anticipated and Collette's travel arrangements were largely responsible. 

We did this as a private tour since we’re a household of 5 (children 20, 18 & 15). Spent an 

incredible day with our information Eleanora and excellent driver Florian seeing Siena, a neat small 

vineyard for a tasting, and San Gimignano. Picked up at our house in Florence in a nice clear 

Mercedes van, we headed to Siena, while Ella offered an excellent background of the world and it’s 

history en route. Ella studied in Siena and knew what highlights to see during our time there. 

The tour was fabulous. The tour guide could not have been higher and the guides particularly in 

Rome had been exceptional. 

Here, there's a large assortment of historic artefacts to view and you may additionally get to see 

craftsmen at work making gold jewellery and hand-carving alabaster. This soft, translucent stone 

has been found in the region for centuries. 



 
 

 

My one criticism is that the tours have extra members than I would favor. A limit of 20-25 could be 

better for logistical functions. Explore the magic city of Siena and the most well-known wine region 

of Tuscany! 

Take a journey with a neighborhood information to the surrounding hills in a basic Fiat 500. When 

the sun sets, Florence comes alive via tasteful illumination. 

Lunch and wine tasting at I Balzini had been excellent. Spent a while with the proprietor/winemaker 

learning about his wine and got a tour of the grounds and purchased a case which was promptly 

shipped again to the US. Ended the day strolling via San Gimingano. All said an excellent day spent 

with an excellent information. 

Thank you, Walking Tours of Florence your allure, humor and data. century Abbey of Badia a 

Isola, earlier than continuing to Monteriggioni. This town is surrounded by an almost intact 

medieval wall, and a Local Guide will tell us about its fascinating history. 

Airport journey help and info NOT useful however a BEAUTIFUL young man referred to as 

Collette in U S on his telephone for us and received arrangements made. The variety of experiences 

- cooking class, vineyard visit, go to to the cheese farm plus the native excursions. I think every city 

we visited and the expert guides that told the historical past from an area point of view had been the 

highlights. Awesome service! 

There are excursions after which there is this one. Our information was Angela (Angie in brief), and 

our driver was Giuseppe. We did this tour on the twentieth of April. This was by far essentially the 

most completely planned and nicely executed tour I actually have ever been on. Everything worked 

like clockwork. 

Founded by the Etruscans as long ago as 800 BC, Volterra grew prosperous within the Middle Ages 

from mining and carving alabaster. Many artefacts from this period still survive in church buildings 

and cathedrals throughout Tuscany and beyond. 

Florence defies description, arguably the finest city of the Renaissance and sometimes described as 

probably the most beautiful city in Italy. Browning sighed over its idyllic charms and E.M. Forster 

described it in “A Room with a View” as the right antidote to Anglo- Saxon life. 

Tuscan Tour put together a 3 day programme for our group of 6 to see the highlights of Florence. 

These Know Before You Go travel tips are designed with you in mind, with useful hints that can 

assist you prepare for and luxuriate in your escorted trip. They are your information to getting ready 

and contain common data on journey documentation, customs, and the nation/nations you'll be 

visiting, together with budgeting, transportation, climate, languages, and much more. 

It's merely a place to begin for inspiration and concepts. Each journey is personalized uniquely for 

you, based on what you want, on your personal journey. We match you with as much as 3 prime 

journey specialists. They compete to plan your journey and tour. Today’s route will take you in the 

path of Seggiano, via a landscape dotted with olive groves, vineyards and cypresses. 

Today, it’s a strolling path round the entire town. The two cities are in the identical course from 

Florence, so they're usually paired on day excursions from the regional capital. At the end of the 

tour there will be time to visit of the Contrada (District) Museum before returning to Tuscany and 

enjoying a farewell Tuscany dinner with the group. 



 
 

 

You will have the ability to enjoy these over a night aperitif before shifting to the lodge’s trendy 

restaurant for a tasty dinner. study the art of selfmade Manfricolo pasta from a chef during a 

PASTA DEMONSTRATION, adopted by lunch. Next is Spoleto, a former Roman city and capital 

of an important Lombard duchy from the sixth to the eighth centuries. During your strolling tour 

with a Local Guide, take photos of La Rocca, the previous papal fortress that was used as a 

excessive-safety prison until 1982; admire the Ponte delle Torri, erected on the foundations of a 

Roman aqueduct; and go to PIAZZA DEL DUOMO. This evening, dinner awaits at Vecchio 

Camino restaurant. 

Enjoyed all the tours and the information was distinctive. The driver was additionally excellent. 

There is the Accademia, the oldest art faculty on the earth which homes Michelangelo’s David, one 

of the world’s most interesting sculptures; the Archaeological museum containing an outstanding 

collection of reveals from ancient Greece, Rome and Egypt; the Science museum which 

accommodates lots of Galileo’s telescopes along with the world’s first adding machine. Situated 

within the medieval heart of the city is the magnificent cathedral, dominating the skyline, a few of 

which dates from the 4th century. Built from white, inexperienced and pink marble it glows within 

the sunshine and the richness of the interior is exceptional with lovely frescoes and an amazingly 

intricate marble pavement. However, Florence is far more than a city caught up to now, it has an 

atmosphere you will love, full of cosy restaurants and avenue cafés the place you can merely watch 

the world go by, the very essence of Italy and the Mediterranean life-style. After breakfast you 

allow for Lucca, birthplace of the good composer Puccini, a delightful city the place you can 

wander amongst the medieval streets, tiny piazzas and alongside the ramparts circling the city. 

We visit the famous Piazza del Campo, one of Europe's biggest medieval squares and the 

positioning of the well-known Palio horse race. We examine into our lovely lodge, Villa Olmi. This 

villa, positioned simply quarter-hour from the historic heart of Florence, is a peaceable oasis of 

Tuscan tranquility. 

Lunch and wine tasting at I Balzini have been glorious. Spent some time with the owner/winemaker 

learning about his wine and obtained a tour of the grounds and purchased a case which was 

promptly shipped again to the US. Ended the day walking thru San Gimingano. All mentioned a 

great day spent with a wonderful guide. 

From San Gimignano, we'll drive through some of the most beautiful and enchanting countryside on 

the earth before arriving in Pisa. Here we will go to the Field of Miracles, a green grass field 

dominated by the dazzling white buildings of the Duomo and the world famous Leaning Tower. 

Here we invite you to revel within the city’s beauty and enjoy every thing the city has to offer. 

Tour guide and driver were very skilled and extremely likable. I really got the best value for a tour. 

I actually have really helpful your excursions to all which might be excited about a really stellar 

tour. expertise. Collette was very professional and arranged with the planning of the Italy journey. 



 
 

 

 
Chianti Tours 

 

Launched in 2015 and built only for us by one of many world’s most experienced luxurious river 

ship builders, this vessel is a favourite with our purchasers because it guarantees a relaxing, snug 

and pleasant river cruising expertise. With 35 crew members serving just one hundred forty friends, 

you’ll obtain first-class service at every moment of your stay on this elegant, floating resort. The 5-

star, Swiss-constructed MS Emily Brontë is shortly becoming one of our hottest river cruising 

vessels. 

Perhaps the best place to go to in Siena is its outstanding cathedral, considered one of Italy’s 

greatest. Built from black and white marble it has a few of the most intricate carvings possible, a 

few of that are by the great grasp himself, Michelangelo. The flooring is a revelation, laid with 

countless 1000's of interlocking stones, creating a unique inlaid floor at which, one can only marvel 

at the sheer talent of its creators. Impressive as it's at present, had a deliberate extra nave been 

accomplished through the 14th century, it will have created the biggest church in Christendom. The 

Black Death halted building as two thirds of the population perished and the city fell into fast 

decline. 

Following breakfast at the hotel we'll depart on a half-day tour of Vatican City. This tour consists of 

access to the Vatican Museum and the Sistine Chapel. We will then visit the Colosseum, often 

known as the Flavian Amphitheatre and essentially the most recognizable historic Roman 

constructing. After breakfast right now, we will visit Siena and begin with a walking tour of the the 

Cathedral, the Piazza del Campo, the Town Hall, and San Domenico. After breakfast we are going 

to depart for San Gimignano well-known for its towers and have time to explore the town and then 

take pleasure in a standard cooking class with lunch and wine included at Fattorie San Donato 

Winery. 



 
 

 

Visit these caves as well as Orvieto’s cathedral, dating again to the early 14th century. In Siena, 

certainly one of Italy's best-preserved medieval cities, stroll by way of its narrow lanes to Piazza del 

Campo, perhaps one of the best piazzas in Europe. 

Florence is one of those cities you want to study everything about! What better way to do this than 

on this Florence Hop-on Hop-off Bus Tour? This is among the solely Tuscany tours of this sort, so 

when you love bus tours, this would be the one to guide. Of course, walking via the city is nice, 

however we particularly love hop-on-hop-off bus tours because they allow you to see the most 

important sites of the town with out having to fret about transportation or instructions. While you 

are riding on this bus tour in Tuscany, you will also have an expert native guide who will point out 

websites along the best way and in-between destinations! 

Your feedback shall be reviewed by the Director of Outside Sales so as to enhance and improve the 

pre tour experience for our visitors. Also, Collette should have been conscious there was an Italian 

national vacation on Nov 1 which many Italians used as a holiday lengthy weekend. 

Golden wheat fields, silver olive groves and pea-inexperienced vineyards marching in sharp 

terraced rows on hillsides type a graceful prelude to soul-hovering medieval hilltop villages, 

mountain ranges and fecund forests within the north, and a garland of bijou islands beaded along 

the coastal south. Get out, explore, hike and ding your bicycle bell, as this rousing panorama calls 

for. Then there's the artwork. And, oh, what artwork! 

Even right now, alabaster carving remains the standard Volterran craft. You’ll have the opportunity 

to visit some of the artisan retailers. 

Take the early riser’s breakfast or enjoy a heartier possibility on the luxurious full breakfast buffet. 

Enjoy the excellent lunch buffet, but be sure to make room for afternoon tea and the chef’s special 

patisserie. The day’s culinary spotlight is the luxurious four-course dinner. 

  


